
REMITTANCE MAIL

In the days before a bank or ATM on every corner, or so it seems, the problem of how to

securely get monies from every small Post Office in the land existed.  Not only that, but

how do we resupply the post office with money equivalents (stamps, money orders,

etc.).  Today, we would deposit the money in one of the ubiquitous ATMs, or  hop in a

truck or car and pick up stamps, etc from a larger post office.   In the horse and buggy

days, this was a major problem.  You needed to have enough money on hand to make

change, but not too much to tempt robbers.  The same applied to the money-

equivalents.

In about 1900, it was realized that a system was already in existence to handle such a

problem - the registered mail system.  A special registered letter, called a REM

envelope, standing for REMittance, was created.  This was prepared by the local

Postmaster or Postmistress, contained the accounting paperwork and cash, and sent to

either the Chief Accountant in Dublin or a regional office. Being registered mail, only

the sender (postmaster) knew how much, if any money was contained.  It traveled in a

special locked pouch with the other registered mail, and was in the hands of the registry

clerks or the addressee.  The transfer was on a signature basis, thus providing an audit

trail.

REM envelopes were usually destroyed on receipt, except a few were kept as temporary

folders since they were made mostly of heavy cardstock.  This is the usual source for



most collectors material. These envelopes are distinctive, with the preprinted broad blue

cross, large letters “REM”, and usually addressed to “An Maister Post” - The

Postmaster, of the parent regional post office, or to the Cash Remittance Unit, GPO

Dublin.  Note use of wax seals in the picture.

The shipment of stamps, money orders, etc,. was handled in a similar manner to

outlying  post offices.  In this case, the lower part of the requisition form was a section

(REM2) with space for the shipping address, so as to simplify the work of the shipping

clerks.  
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REM 2 shipping label from Aldboro House, Dublin to The Postmaster, Tipperary.


